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The enjoyable oil painting scenery, takes on the brand-new appearances in 
different periods under the writing of Chinese contemporary oil painters. In this 
article, I make the main research on the enjoyable oil scenery paintings, derive from 
the comparison with the Chinese enjoyable scenery and the Western scenery oil 
painting, combine with the great achievement of several generations of Chinese 
painters in the oil painting creation aspect, relate to the influence to Chinese oil 
painting  under the development of contemporary world oil paintings, point out the 
national characteristics and the trend of development of the enjoyable oil painting, 
show the significance of enjoyable oil painting scenery’s esthetic connotation in the 
development of enjoyable oil painting . 
The article mainly contains the following four parts:  
The first part: I give the introduction of background of the enjoyable oil 
painting scenery and its concept.  
The second part: I give some explorations in oil painting aspects of some 
Chinese oil painters in early time. Firstly, in order to stand out the essence of the 
enjoyable oil painting, I compare with the Chinese oil painting enjoyable spirits and 
the Western oil painting's practical spirits. Then I state the influence of our country 
drawings by the introduction of Western oil paintings. 
The third part: I give some exploration and research of contemporary enjoyable 
oil painting scenery. I further clear about the concept of “the enjoyable oil painting 
scenery”, point out the differences of traditional Chinese paintings and the oil 
paintings on material and so on. In the esthetic aspect, by the contrast and using for 
reference between the Chinese landscape painting and the Western oil painting about 
enjoyable oil painting scenery, I point out the unique merit of the esthetic value in the 
enjoyable oil painting scenery. 
The forth part: I give the prospect of the enjoyable oil painting scenery. This is 
















paintings of some outstanding painters，especially the works of ling Hong, Daizong 
Mao, Dongfeng Zhang. They derived the nutrition from the Chinese tradition 
drawings, which has certain influence to the composing of Chinese contemporary 
artistic circles. Finally I elaborate my perspectives on the enjoyable oil painting 
scenery.  
The five part: I elaborate some of my creation experiences. Take some pictures 
as the example, I briefly summarize the influence to my several years creation road by 
the enjoyable oil painting scenery, as well as the view to form the individual style. 
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图 1   徐渭《墨葡萄》                          图 2    齐白石《虾》 
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